1. Introduction. One way of defining the Tamagawa number of a linear algebraic group G is to start with a gauge form [l] on G, i.e., an invariant highest degree algebraic differential form which is everywhere holomorphic and nonzero. In this paper we consider the existence of an everywhere holomorphic and nonzero form of highest degree on an arbitrary nonsingular affine variety V defined over an arbitrary field k. It is proved that a variety which is a complete intersection possesses a gauge form. Some comments are made on the general case.
2. Preliminaries. Let FC^" be a nonsingular r-dimensional variety defined over a field k contained in a universal domain 12. If x = (xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn) is a generic point for V over k, we identify k(x) with the function field, k(V), of V, and let 2D be the £(x)-space of /^-derivations of k(x). The elements of ff = Homi(X)(3D, k(x)) are called algebraic differential 1-forms over k on V; the elements of ArJF are the algebraic differential r-forms over k on V, or briefly, the r-forms over k. We 2) is equivalent to the statement that dxj/dtiE6X', for all j. Given such a local system, any r-form co has a "local expression" at x' of the form co = d>(x)dtx A dh A ■ ■ ■ A dtr, for some <b(x) Ek(x). co is called a gauge form (over k) on V if at every point x' of V it has such a local expression in which d>(x)E8X' and <p(x') 7*0, i.e., 0(x) GO*', the group of units in 6X>. Since det HdFm/dXi,))xEQt<, the result follows from (1) and (2). This is an r-form over k on V, holomorphic and nonzero at x'. We shall show that co' is independent of the choice of x' and local coordinates at x'. It will then follow that co' is a gauge form. It is easily seen that {Cp} p,yeB is a 1-cocycle for the cohomology of the cover { Up}peB of V with coefficients in the sheaf of local units. Moreover, it is not hard to prove that the element represented in the Cech cohomology flP-CV, 0*) is zero if and only if V possesses a gauge form over k.
We shall now give an example, due to D. S. Rim, of a nonsingular affine variety which possesses no gauge form. Suppose that R is the coordinate ring of an r-dimensional variety V defined over k, and that S is the coordinate ring of an ^-dimensional variety W defined over k. Assume that S is an augmented F-algebra.
Let JFb be the F-moduIe of all 1-forms over ionF which are everywhere holomorphic; SFs, the S-module of all 1-forms over k on W which are everywhere holomorphic. 
0-^S ®r$r^$s^5s/r->0 is a split exact sequence of S-modules. Exactness is seen by applying Homs(-, M) for any S-module M (by (5) and (6), we always obtain an exact sequence), and splitness is seen by taking M = S®r5r. Let (A'SOs be the S-module of everywhere holomorphic s-forms over k on W. Then the natural map A*(3rg)-^(A,3r)s is an isomor-
